Introduction.
The author was launched on the investigations of this paper and others to follow by a seminar study of the series of papers by E. E. Moise entitled Ajfine Structures in 3-manifolds. Some of the results are isotopic extensions or versions of corresponding results in that series and the author is indebted to Moise for some of the techniques of proof.
The separable metric space M is an n-manifold (n-manifold with boundary) if every point p of M has a neighborhood homeomorphic to Euclidean w-space, E" (a neighborhood whose closure is a closed topological w-cell). If M is an w-manifold with boundary, the boundary of M, denoted by Bd(M), is defined to be the set of points of M which do not have a neighborhood in M homeomorphic to En. This kind of boundary is to be distinguished from the point set boundary of M in a containing space. The set M -Bd(M) is called the interior of M and is denoted by Int(Af).
If M is homeomorphic to a locally finite simplicial complex, M is said to be triangulable. Moise [5] has shown that every 3-manifold is triangulable and Bing [l ] has proved the corresponding result for 3-manifolds with boundary. The same notation will frequently be used for the space and for its triangulation (i.e., the associated complex) wherever no confusion is likely to occur.
Let K and M be triangulated spaces and / a mapping of K into M. Then / is said to be piecewise linear if there exist subdivisions K' and M' of K and M, respectively, such that / maps each simplex of K' in a linear (i.e., affine) fashion onto a simplex of M'. If / is in fact a homeomorphism and /' is another such homeomorphism, then a piecewise linear isotopy between / and /' is defined to be a mapping G is said to be simplicial (with respect to K'). An isotopy G is fixed or is the identity on a set .S if G(x, t) =x for all points (x, t) in SX [0, 1 ] . The set 5 is invariant under G if G(x, t) maps 5 onto itself for all t in [0, 1] .
If ft is a piecewise linear homeomorphism and F a piecewise linear isotopy defined on the image space of ft, then Fh will denote the piecewise linear isotopy F(h(x), t). If ft is defined on the image space of F, then hF will denote the piecewise linear isotopy h(F(x, t)).
For simplicity and convenience of notation, all cells and simplexes will be considered closed, all complexes locally finite simplicial, and all subdivisions simplicial unless otherwise specified. A set S in a triangulated w-manifold K with boundary is said to be polyhedral in K if there is a subdivision K' of K such that S is a union of simplexes of A'.
An w-cell C is said to be free in an w-manifold K with boundary which contains it if the intersection C(~\Bd(K) is homeomorphic to an (n -l)-cell. All faces of C in CC\Bd(K) will be called free faces of C. Note that if K is an ra-cell and C is free and polyhedral in K, then Cl[A^-C] is also an w-cell (for w^3 at least). Let K be an w-manifold with boundary and suppose 5 is a subset of K. S can be shelled from K if it has a cellular decomposition (i.e., a decomposition into w-cells with disjoint interiors) whose cells can be given an ordering G, C2, C3, ■ ■ ■ (called a shelling order) such that d is free in Cl[A -Uy<t-Cj]. If S = K, this ordering is called a shelling of K.
The concept of shelling is central in the deformation theorems of this paper and is also important in certain characterizations of spaces (see [2] , [4] , and Theorem 7).
2. The 2-cell. Most of the results of this section are preliminary to those of the next section and will be stated as lemmas.
It has long been known that every triangulated disk can be shelled, e.g. [4] , but the more general form of Lemmas 1-3 is required here. Lemma 1. If D is a free 2-cell in a 2-manifold K with boundary and A is any cellular decomposition of D, then D can be shelled from K. In particular (setting D = K), any cellular decomposition of a disk can be shelled.
Proof. Suppose D has m 2-cells under A. If ra = l, the lemma is trivial, hence the proof will be given for arbitrary m, assuming the lemma for all disks having fewer than m 2-cells.
Since D is free in K, DI~\Bd(K) is an arc ab. Consider the subarcs Then there is a simplicial isotopy G of Ez onto itself which leaves E invariant, is fixed on E3-U, and deforms D onto cr.
Proof. Let n be the number of 2-simplexes of D. Using induction on n, suppose the lemma is true for all disks with fewer than n 2-simplexes (it is trivially true for n = l). By Lemma 2, there is a free simplex cr' in D which is distinct from cr. Let vi, v2 denote the vertices of a' which are the endpoints of o'C\Bd(D). The latter set contains either one or two edges of a' but both cases can be dealt with simultaneously by letting p denote either the third vertex of a' or the midpoint of viv2, whichever lies in Bd(D), and denoting the other of the two points by q. Now choose two points %, *>4 on pq extended through p and q, respectively, and two points vs, ve on opposite sides of E, close enough to a' so that the convex polyhedron P determined by all the Vi lies in U, and Pr\Bd(D) =oT\Bd(D). Let d(x, y) be the metric in E3 and define a piecewise linear isotopy F as follows: F is fixed outside P, F(p, t) is the point of pq a distance td(p, q) from p, and every line joining p to a point x in Bd(P) is mapped linearly onto the line joining F(p, t) to x. Clearly F leaves E invariant, is fixed outside U and deforms D onto Cl[D-a']. The induction hypothesis yields a piecewise linear isotopy F' leaving E invariant, fixed outside U and deforming CI [D -a'} onto a. Then G = F'F is the required isotopy. G is obviously simplicial with respect to some subdivision of E3. Proof. Since D is polyhedral in M, it is the sum of, say w 2-simplexes of some subdivision of M. Using induction on n (the case n = 1 is trivial), the theorem will be proved for n simplexes, assuming it to be true for all such disks containing fewer than w 2-simplexes.
Let a'p^cr be a free simplex of D. A simplicial isotopy F of D onto
Cl[D-a'] which is fixed on M-U will be described, which, together with the induction hypothesis, suffices to prove the theorem. [3] ).
If T is a tetrahedron in E3 containing h(W), then the projection of Bd(h(st'(p))) from h(p) onto Bd(T) is a simple closed polygon J. Since / must bound a polyhedral disk in Bd(T), Lemma 5 can be applied to obtain a piecewise linear homeomorphism g of T onto itself, throwing / onto a polygon in Bd(T) which lies in a plane containing h(p). Now let g' be the piecewise linear homeomorphism of T onto itself which is equal to g on Bd(T) and maps each line joining h(p) to a point q in Bd(T) linearly onto the line joining h(p) to g(q). Examples have been given in the literature of triangulations of 3-cells which cannot be shelled (see [4] and [6] ). This means that Theorem 3 is the best possible in the sense that there exist triangulations of 3-cells which must be subdivided before they can be shelled. Cairn's example involves curvilinear simplexes but Frankl's is a Euclidean triangulation.
R. H. Bing has also constructed a simple example (unpublished) of a 3-cell in E3 with a Euclidean triangulation which cannot be shelled. The question remains whether such a triangulation of a tetrahedron exists.
Theorem 2. If K is a Euclidean triangulation of a tetrahedron in E3, then there is a subdivision K' of K which can be shelled.
Proof. The procedure is to cut up the tetrahedron into layers to form a cell complex which can be shelled and then give a consistent triangulation of each cell so that it can be shelled off simplex at a time instead of all at once.
Step I. Let ir be a family of parallel planes such that no two vertices of K lie in the same member of ir. The planes of ir which contain the vertices of K, together with the planes of ir lying, say halfway, between each adjacent pair of the former subdivide K into the desired cell complex. L j<i j<k J Moreover, the ordered described here will be a shelling order for K( itself. Use will be made of this fact in Corollary 2.
Note first that for i= 1 or w, Ki needs no further subdivision since it consists solely of tetrahedra which can be shelled in the order given by Lemma 1 for the corresponding bases in KiC\U.
For 1<»'<», consider the shelling order of the 2-cells of the disk of Ki is obtained.
Step III. The cell complex obtained from K must now be triangulated. The 2-skeleton, K2, of this cell complex consists of triangles and convex quadrilaterals. Triangulate K2 by introducing one diagonal in each quadrilateral.
Then the subdivision K' of K is obtained by choosing a point in the interior of each 3-cell not of type I and subdividing it radially (i.e., into simplexes determined by the selected point and the boundary simplexes of the 3-cell).
Step IV. Now it suffices to prove that for Ki<n, each non- Proof. Note that the shelling of K' as given in the theorem is symmetric in the sense that the order of the Ki may be reversed. Thus, working from both ends, every layer of K' can be shelled off leaving the one containing cr, say Ki, till the last. Let Ck be the 3-cell of Ki containing cr.
Lemma 2 gives a shelling order for the 2-cells of KiC\L' which leaves CkC^L' till the last and the corresponding 3-cells of A< can be shelled from Ki in the same order. Next, any simplex a'9*cr can be shelled from Ck and the rest of Ck can be shelled in the order obtained by Lemma 2 for shelling the remaining 2-cells of Bd(Ck) leaving oC\Bd(Ck) till the last. The corollary is then proved.
The following theorem will be applied extensively in the deformation theorems to follow. Theorem 3.7/5 is any 3-cell and K is an arbitrary triangulation of S, then there is a subdivision K' of K which can be shelled.
Proof. R. H. Bing proved [l]
that any two locally finite simplicial complexes, which are homeomorphic 3-manifolds with boundary, have isomorphic subdivisions (i.e., there is a 1-1 correspondence between simplexes of the subdivisions preserving incidence relations). Hence, since 5 and a tetrahedron in E3 are homeomorphic 3-manifolds with boundary, any Euclidean triangulation of such a tetrahedron has a subdivision Ki which is isomorphic to some subdivision K" of K. Applying Theorem 2, a subdivision K( of Ax is obtained which can be shelled. The isomorphism between Ki and K" then induces a subdivision K' of K" which is isomorphic to K{ and hence can be shelled. Then K' is the required subdivision of K.
Note: Corollary 2 applies to S also. That is, any simplex of K'
can be left till the last in the shelling of K'.
Theorem 4 is an extension of the results of Theorems 2 and 3 and is proved by much the same methods. The subdivision K' of K will be obtained exactly as in Theorem 2 except the family of planes ir will be chosen so that every A,-meets D in a disk. Steps I and III are then essentially unaltered. Also Step IV will need no alteration if Step II can be established.
That is to say, if it can be proved that the cell complex formed from K by the planes of ir can be shelled from M, then Step IV follows as before. But the only change needed in Step II is to apply Lemma 1 in its more general form. Let cr' be a 3-simplex of K' contained in a. Clearly a' can be deformed onto a by a simplicial isotopy which is fixed on M-U; hence it suffices to exhibit a simplicial isotopy G which deforms 5 onto cr' and is fixed on M-U.
To construct G, first order the 3-simplexes of K' by Corollary 2 so that a' is the last to be shelled off. Denoting by d the first simplex to be shelled off, a simplicial isotopy F will be defined which deforms 5 onto CI [5 -ci] and is fixed on M-U. Similar isotopies can be defined successively to deform CI [5 -<ri] onto CI[5 -ai-<r2] etc., and G will be the product of all these isotopies.
The inverse of the homeomorphism h of W into E3 defines a Euclidean metric d(x, y) on W, and the isotopy F will be defined in terms of this metric. Three cases arise according as the free 3-simplex has one, two, or three free faces. However, these will all be dealt with at once. Let n be the number of free faces of ci. Then there is only one (n -l)-simplex P of ax not lying in aiC\Bd(S) and a unique (3-n)-simplex Q which is not in CI [5 -ai] and is opposite P in the sense that it is the only (3-w)-simplex of en not intersecting P.
Let pi be the centroid of P and qi the centroid of Q. Let p2 be a point on the extension of piqi through pi, close enough to pi so that the cone complex Kp over criH\Bd(S) with p2 as vertex lies in S. Also let q2 be a point on the extension of piqi through qu close enough to qi so that the cone complex Kq over ffiC\Bd(S) with q2 as vertex lies in Cl[Ur\W-S]. Now define F(qu t) to be the point of piqi a distance td(pi, qi) from qu let F be fixed outside Kp\JKq, and suppose P maps every line joining a point x of Bd (Kp\JKq) to gi linearly onto the line joining x to P(gi, f). Then F is the required isotopy and the theorem is proved.
The following two theorems are easy consequences of Theorems 4
and 5. is a 3-cell and hence that M is a 3-sphere.
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